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ABSTRACT

This investigation concerns a novel analog cornputer poh'er system

model, which incorporates the por{er angle sine curve representing potver

flow along a transnission line as a function of the voltage phase angle

difference of the 1ine. Once bui1t, this non linear approximate repre-

sentation is tested in a power and frequency control loop by applying step

voltage disturbances and recording the behavior. The behavior is compared

with that of a digital cornputer simulation of the same system subjected

to the same disturbances.
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C}IAPTEIì I : INl'RODUC]'I ON

Polver systeilì model. ling is a very important aspect of poler systern

work. The planning engineer relies on system models of various kinds to

help him determine system behavior and characteristics. Ì'le uses them

to deternine loading patterns on parts of the system, stability of the

system under various loads and faults, and control studies on plants and

individual generators. All of these nodels consist of mathernatical

equations that have been conceived to represent the behavior of the sys-

tem. None of these models is exact in representing the system but the

models are close enough to be quite useful for the purposes of the plan-

ning engineer.

These mathernatical models consist of differential and partial

differential equations, and methods of solving them either for exact or

approximate solutions must be found. lvith the advent of digital compu-

ters, approximate techniques for solving the equations have been deve-

loped, using the high speed repetitive ability of the machines. Also,

analog computers offer methods of providing solutions, but in most cases

the size of the machine required to solve the equations associated with

a fairly large systenì nrakes their use impractical. In a paper published

by Sokolov, Gurevich and Khvoshchinskaya "A Nerv lrlethod of Studying Large

Complex Poler Systens on Analogue Conputers" II6] they suggest analog

nethods of simulating different parts of tlre poler system under study.

This system model can be used to perform the dj-ffcrent kjnds of studies

(i.e. load florv, stability, fault study) required.
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In tliis same refcrcncg tlic authors prescnt the idca of usi.ng

line segments connccted to olre another to pro<1uce thc si¡re curve power

florn'equation nolrlinc:rrity. This is tlrc sarne techniclue usccl jn this

thesis to represent the nonlinear bchavior of power on the transnission

system. A part of this project consisted of designing and building an

accurate nonlinear function circuit which rvill hopefully be useful in

future polver system control studies. The first part of the thesis con-

sists in justifying the presence of such a nonlinearity in the poler

frequency control loop. Once the functionrs validity has been proven

the nonlinearity is designed and bui1t. The third and final part of the

exercise consists in using this nonlinear element in a power and fre-

quency control model and comparing the resultant analog output with

digital computer results of a simulation of the same mode1, but using

an exact sine wave representation.

The future trend in power systems is to installing mini-computers

in generating stations to perform all the control and protection func-

tions in that plant. N{inicomputers are computing machines rvhich typically

have fast processing rates, relatively short word lengths, versatile

input-output structures and are used in dedicated real time types of

applications. But before such a nrachine can be used for control purposes

its effect on systeilì operation nrust be studied.

A number of ivays of deternrining this system behavior are available.

They'are, l) connect the miniconìputer to the real systen and under various

disturbance conclitions deternli¡re the effect of the mì-nicomputer corÌtro1ler

2) perform a digital sinurLation irl rvhich the cornplete systen is

nlodel lecl on a large di gital conputer ancl interfaced to thc miniconrputer and
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3) use a h¡'bricl apploach rvhcre the system is nroclel lcd on an

analog coì'ììputer alrd this an¿¡log maclt j ne is interfaced by A/D alld D/A

conversion to tlìc mitti conpr-rtcr.

The first of these methods is totally inrpractical because of the

disruptive effects the tests would have on the operation of the systern.

The second test is feasible but the costs involved in modelling the rvhole

system and the troubles of interfacing trvo digital cornputers nake it less

desirable than method three. Method three, on the other hand is faster

and cheaper than the aI1-digital one. In this nethod, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.lran analog or hybrid computer is used to model the system, and

to it is connected a minicomputer through A/D and D/A conversion equipnent,

The system model developed and tested in this thesis would be the analog

portion of the system if it was attempted to have a minicomputer control

the power florv and frequency of a generator or plant.

DI GITAL
CONTROLLER

(MiNTcoMPUTER)

A/D and D/A
CONVERSION

EQUI PIvIENT

ANALOG OR HYBRID
SIMULATION OF

REAL SYSTEM

Fig. f -i ßlock Diagram of a System Stud¡' li'lethod



CIIAP'I'ER I i : TIIEORY OF SINE-CURVI] POIVER/ANGLE REPRLSENTATION

2.I The Porver Floiv Equation

For tie lines or other forms of transmission network in a polver

system, constraints as defined by transmission line pararneters, provide

an upper bound to the stable operation of the system. These constraints

define the maximun por^/er that can be transferred between two points of

the system. For given sending end and receiving end terminal voltages,

the power transfer through a tie of zero resistance is given by

VV.ab
P

ab
sin ô .

at)
(1)

X

where P"b ir the poler output at the sending end terminal (equal to

the poler input at the receiving end terminal), Vu and VO are the magni-

tudes of the sending end and receiving end voltages; X is the reactance

of the line connecting the two terrninals; and 6ub it the difference in

the phase angles of the two voltages. From Eqn 1 the power limit of the

line is

VV.ab (2)

This point occurs where the phase angle of the sending end voltage leads

the phase angle at the receiving end by 90".

As far as the transmission system between any two areas is concerned,

Eqn 2 indicates that the pov/er limit of the tie can be increased by



increasing the terminal voltages or by decrcasing the line reactance

(increasing the voltage 1eve1, aclding a paral1el circuit, changing from

single to bundled conductor, etc.). Conversely any disturbance causing

a reduction in voltage or an increase in the impedance between the ter-

minals wi11 result in a corresponding reduction in the arnount of poler

that can be transferred between trvo areas.

2.2 Power Relation for a Synchronous l''fachine

The next question asked relates to the real and reactive power

consumed or delivered by the synchronous machine. This formula is derived

in reference 34 pages 96-99, to be the follor^ring

lvll¡l lvl2
p = sinô+-(f-5sin268^qnd x. 2

d

where

P - = steady state pot{er out of the generator
ûò

V = terminal voltage of generator

E = internal EltlF of the generator

X - = direct axis reactance of the generator
d

X^ = quadrature axis reactance of the generator
q

ô = angular position of the generator rotor referencecl

to solne fixed angle

This equation applies to the steady state operating condition of

the generator rr'hereas in this study an equation for the transient

beìravior is reqr-rired.

Uncler transient conditions

E -r Et and



x.l * x'd

where

[ = pre-fauIt ElilF of the generator

Er = post-fault Eì.{F of the generator

Xd = direct axis reactance

Xtd = transient direct axis reactance

Thus using this equation in a numerical example (typical case)

as cited in reference [34] page 489, p, was found to be the following

P_ (transient) = I.24 sin 6 - 0.13 sin 2ôg'

P- (steady state) = 1.50 sin 6o5

where

lvfl = 0.25 p.u. le'l = 0.993 p.u. lEl = 1.50 p.u.

*d = *O = 1.0 p.u. X'd = 0.20 p.u.

These equations are plotted in Fig. 2-r. Thus for this typical

case, the sin 2ô term has only a second order effect. Therefore typically

it can be neglected altogether.

Since for both the transmission line and the generator, the power

flotr'is a sinusoidal function of the phase angle ô, both components can

be lumpecl as a conmon element betleen voltage sources. Therefore, when

V" and vo are referred to in Equation 1, the E' at generator A and

genel'ator B r"i1l be inferred instead of the voltage at bus A and bus B,

with a reactance of

x=XrL*Xdu*Xclb
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Steady state povrer outpuË

Transient po\¡rer output

Fl.g.. -2-1: Comparlson
generator
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porrer output

and t.rans ient



wlìere

h.
Xdu

x¿u

tie-1ine reactance

direct axis reactance

direct axis reactance

A

B

of

of

gcncrator

generator

2.3 Effect of Line Resistance on Poler Flow Equation

Taking a tt/o area diagram and representing the tie line by a

combination of a resistance and an inductance results in the following

simplified circuit diagram as illustrated in Fig. 2-2.

BUS A BUS B

This diagram can

Fig. 2-2 Single Line Diagram

further be simplified as in Fig. 2-3,

v2

v2

Fig. 2-3 Sirnpl if ied Single Lj-ne Diagrarn



This problern is analogous to a single transmission link connecting two

buses A and B of a large systen or trvo buses of two individual systems.

A set of equations for porver florving from one area to the other of this

systen can then be derived.

The follorving assumptions can be made:

1) The two bus voltages V, and ',t, are knonn and expressed in

phasor values.

2) The link has a series impedance ZT = R * j\.

3) The line current is the same throughout the 1ine.

4) Because of losses, the powers neasured at the ends of the

lines will not be equal. Both power flows SrO tnd Sb" are defined

positive directed arvay frorn the.respective buses

vr* - vb*

S.b = oo: *jQab = V"r"* = V. ( 

- 

)
Z,

luul' lvrl lvul
=-

Z
t.

[cos ôuo + j sin ôu6J (8)

where ô"b = ô, - ôb = (angle of Vr) - (angle of Vr)

lu"l' - lu"l lv¡l [.o= ð"b * j sin ðroJ

(e)

p_jxt

lu.l'- lv.l lttoi [.o, ôrb * j sin ô"oJ

zx

(7)

[R + jx.l (10)

c_
ab

R2*x2t
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After expanding equation 10 and separating into real and imaginary

parts the following is arrived at:

1

P = 

- 

tR lvul2 - n lvul lvul cos ôuo +-ab 
R2 *X2

x lvul I ti I sin ôuol ( 11)

(r2)

( 13)

(14)

Qt¡ tx lv-12 - x lv-l lv*l cos ô-,. -
) 7 

t" I'al I'al I'bl --" -ab

R-+X-

R lv"l lv¡l sin ô"uJ

iR luol' - R lvrl lvul cos ô"0 -D=
ba

R2*x2

Q¡r =

x lvul lvul sin 6ro1

lx lvb¡z - xlvul lv¡l cos 6"0 +

R2*x2

R lvrl lvul sin ôuol

By setting R = 0 as is often assumed, the equation for PuO is

identical to equation I in Section 2.7 i.e.

lv.l luul
P- = P- =- sin6abDaxaD
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This assumption is often valicl sincc in clesigning tJrc transmission linc

R is allays nade as small as possiblc to minjnrizc thc powcr loss on the

transmission line.

The functional bchavior of this power flow is illustrated in

Fig 2-4 where both the lossy and the lossless cases are plotted against

6ab. For the lossy case probable practical values of X/R = S.0 and

x = 0.1 with v" = Vb = 1 were used. All numerical values used are in

per unit (p.u.).

From this graph certain features are apparent:

1) tl're angle of naximum power in the lossy case is higher

(i.e. 18o more) regardless of what the bus voltages at the ends of

the line are;

2) the maximum steady state stability limit of lossy lines is
greater than that for lossless lines (at least for lines where x/R

ratio is fairly high).

Upon examination of Eqn 11 it is found that this expression can

be stated in another forrn

tV¡ (t * o2) sin (o.o tan-1u) + crVrl (16)

V

P=- al¡
x(t * o2¡

tvhere q = R/X

VuVl,

For c = 0 P. = sinôaDxaD
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Using the same constants used for plotting the graph of Fig 2-4

it can be shoi^¡n that the expressions for PuO for Eqns 11 and 16 are identical.

Taking the values V" = 1.0, Vb = 1.0 and cr = R/X = 0.33 the

following values for Eqn 16 were arrived at:

D_
ab

0.1(t + (.ß)2)
[1(1 + .33) sin (ôu¡ tan-1 0.33) + 0.33]

[1.33 sín (ô*U IB.2) + 0.33]

.1111

= $.0 [1.33 sin (ô"¡ 18.2) + 0.33]

= 12.0 sin (ô , - 18.2) + 3.0-'aD (17)

Upon examining Fig 2-4 rr'hich was plotted by using Eqn 11 it is founcl that

the curve for the lossy case ís described precisely by Eqn 17.

This lossy equation for polver represents the power transmitted

along the line including both the actual porver transmitted to the other

end of the line and the polver lost in the transmission line due to re-

sistance losses. ¡n exercise illustrating this point is performed in

Appendix A.

Fron this presentation, it is apparent that major str'ings beyond

the operatíng point (usually around ô = 70o) tr'il1 enter a region of

large power error i"hen resistance is neglected. The amount of error as

illustrated in Fig 2-4 is not a true indicatíon of the practical case.

Actually Va > VO and the resultant curve locus would be below the lossy
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case locus in Fig 2-4 ¡'llere Vu = Vb, thus reduci.ng the amount of error

encounterccl .

Ilolever the effect of resistance can casi1y bc accountecl if

desired by introduci.ng:

a) a nonlinearity input offset (e.g. 18.2o for this example),

b) a nonlinearity output offset (e.g. + 3.0 for this example).

These two particular characteristics are illustrated by representing the

lossy porver flow equation by Eqn 17. For the remainder of this thesis,

for reasons of simplification, the used assumption of zero line resistance

will be made.
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CIIAPTLR III: TIIEORY AND DESIGN OF NONLlNDARITY

3.1 Theory of Sine Curve Nonlinear Elemcnt

In the previous chapter, it was deterrnined that tìre power flow

along a transniission line betlr'een points rrarr and "b'r is

VV.â. f)

P,
AD

sln Iu.
at)

if the transmission system is assumed to be 1ossless. This power expres-

sion is a constraint, which provides an upper bound to the stable opera-

tion of the systen. lVhen used for studying transient systen behavior

this equation introduces a non-linearity into the mathernatical mode1.

In this instance, the traditionally available tools of analysis (i.e.

root locus, nyquist plots) are unworkable and approximate methods which

are not discussed here have to be used. Also for the purpose of analog

computer system modelling, the task of representing this non-linearity

becornes quite formidable.

A common appraoch used to attack this problem is that of lineari-

zation. Ivith lhis technique, it is assumed that the system operating about

a specified operating point betleen 0o and 45" witJr sma11 increnental step

change5 in phase angle ôuO (i.e. in steacly state or dynamic stability

cases). lVhen the operating point becomes 60o or more or when step changes

are quite large (i.e. transient stability cases) operation wilI occur

in the curved area near the peak of the sine wave, and using a straight

line approximation docs not comc near to providing an accurate systen

reprcsentation. Fig 3-1 pictorially illustrates this point.



Operating point
between 0 and 45

450 goo

A) Use of straight line segment
bdravior for operating point

t8oo 5

to represent sine wave power
from 0 to 45

operating point

6d 75'so' IBÔ. 6

B) Use of straight line segnent to represent po\ver florv for
operating point 60 and aoove.

Fig. 3-1: Use of Straight Line Approximations



Fig. 3-2: Sine ltlave with Straight Line Segments

v"I -r_*z Lz
,l,F_-K-

Fig. 3-3 : Sirnpl if j.ed Functional Diagranr of DFG
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One part of this investigation consisted of fincling a more re-

presentative methocl of simulating the nonlinearity on the analog conputer.

The approach consisted of representing the sine rvave by a group of strai.ght

lines, which outline or reasonably approxirnate the sine wave behavior.

This consists in breaking up the sine wave into segments and representing

the curved line of each segment by a straight line as illustrated in

Fig 3-2.

Different types of configurations exist for accomplishing this

piecewise linearization as illustrated in Fig 3-6. General-purpose diode

function generators (DFG) afford the ability to approximate nonlinear

relationships with a series of straight line segments with adjustable

slope and in some versions adjustable segment length as wel1. Other

DFG's have fixed segment lengths. The point where two line segments

join is commonly ca11ed a breakpoint and the setting up of a DFG involves

setting the breakpoints and the sloped of the segments. The diode of the

DFG is used as a voltage controlled sivitch to connect resistances in

para1le1. Fig. 3-3 is a simplified functional diagram of one of the two

basic classes of DFG.

With the voltage representing X at a zero potential, note that

the polarity of the battery in series with each diode is such that each

diode is back biased, a situation meaning that current cannot florv in

that particular branch of the circuit. In this circumstance, the circuit

appears as a voltage divider. Thi-s results in the follorving expression

relating X and Y
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Ro

Ro*Ri

As a matter of fact, as long as the voltage representing the variable

X rernains less than E, or greater than -E' this relationship is va1id.

If horvever the voltage representing X exceeds E, then the diode

in series with R, is forrvard biased and conducts which causes R, to be

connected in parallel with R.. The relationship between X and Y norv

becomes

*o

R^R.¿L
D_ ¿ 

-

0 R^ + R'¿L

a relationship obviously different from the previous expression relating

X and Y. If the voltage representing X exceeds E' then the diode in

series rvith R, is forlvard-biased, as is the diode in series with R'

and one has resistance R1, R2 and R. connected in paral1el causing yet

a third different relationship betr"een the voltage representing X and

A similar discussion can be given for the voltage representing

going to negative values. The breal<points are selected by specifying

the voltages E. 82,83 and EO and the slopes by specifying R' R2, R3

and RO. This scheme of DFG illustrated in Figure 3-6(a) suffers from

several clisadvantages. Thcse are:

Y.

1) the nolrl inear fnnction ntust be nronotonic
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Fig. 3-4: Input Out
Figure

¡ut Relationship of the Circuit of
3-68

Dcnronstrat es

the Circuit
the ¡ie-.ner¿rtio¡r of an Arbitrary SIopc by

of Fig. 3-6C.

Fig. 3-5:
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2) for increasing voltage representing X, the slope of cacJr line

segment influences the slope of all the line segments following it. This

last disadvantage prevents one from touching up an intermediate slope

without having to readjust all succeeding ones

A second class of DFG is one in rvhich non-monotonic functions can

be.generated. This class of DFG uses the addition of several nonlinear

characteristics. Consider the circuit of Fig 3-6(b). The relationship be-

oveen the output Y and the input X for this circuit is given in Fig 3-4.

The value of voltage at which the breakpoint XO occurs depends upon the

magnitude of M and the relative sizes of R, and Rr. If this relationship

is multiplied by a constant, then a slope of practically any value can be

obtainedforXtX0.

This subtraction can be effected as illustrated in the circuit

of Fig 3-6(c). In this circuit RA acts as an input resistancc for the

signal from X

Resistance RO

The ratìo RS/R^ determines the slope of the characteristic for values

of X greater than XO at Y, assuming amplifier 01 has been removed from

the circuit. This change in slope is the result of the constant multi-

plier action of the circuit. The ratio R3/RB determines the slope of

the characteristic for X greater than XO at lV as influenced by the constant

multipJ.ier action. TÌre signal at lV is then applied to amplifier 02

thror.rgh resistor RO causing anrplifier 02 to function as an adcler. Since

a sign inversion results fron the signal passing through amplifier 01,

to

is

amplifier 02, and R, acts likervise for amplifier 01.

the input resistance of amplifier 02 from amplifier 01.
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in effect a subtraction is occurring at anrplifier 02. Thus by controlling

the ratio of RO to RU, one can establislt practicaliy at)y slope. For

negative polaritì-cs of XO, the diode is reversed ancl a positive fraction of

M is applied to Rr.

Additional segments are obtained by repeating that part of the

circuit diagram contained betleen â, b, and c, a suitable number of

times and connecting the corresponding terminals of these additional

netlorks to terminals a, b and c. But this class of DFG suffers from

the disadvantage that the slope adjustment are dependent upon one another.

The type of DFG best suited for this investigation was the one

illustrated in Fig 3-6(c). The reasons for this were

f) the function to be simulated was non-monotonic eliminating use

of scheme 1,

2) the requirement of minimum use of operational amplifiers

eliminated scheme 2 because there were 11 line segments to contørd rvith,

and it would have necessitated l1 operational amplifiers.

Schene 3 has 11 differsrt line segments yet only uses 2 operational

ampl i fi ers .

3-2 Design of the Sine Curve Nonlinearity

Once a suitable circuit has been decided uponrthe next problem

was that of specifying the design parameters of this circuit. This

consist ed of the foi lorving tasks:

1) deternination of the breakpoints and slope values to use in

the design of the circuit,

2) deter¡nination of thc values of resistance to use in the

constrLrctio¡r of the circuit.
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The dctcrmjnation of suitable brcakpoint values poseci a unique

problen because of the infinitc combinations possible. The objcct was

to fj.nd the breakpoints rvliicli would best approximatc the sine wave tvith

these linear segments. Theory would dictate that the larger the number

of breakpoints used, the more accurate the representation. lVhile in

theory this is correct, a practical design must be limited to, sày,

ten breakpoints. Upon visual examination of a graph of the sine tvave,

and using a model EAI* 16-304 (+ and -) variable cliode function gene-

rator, available on the EAI TR-20 analog computer to simulate the sine

wave, it was determined that breal<point intervals of less than I volt

did not contribute to any significant increase in accuracy. Also in

the actual system design, due to tolerances of approximately .2 volts

about each breakpoint value, it was found that it would be pointless

to specify intervals of less than one volt, because breakpoint values

could quite conceivably end up overlapping one another.

A paper from l.{athematical Review "Approximatiorl of Curves by Line

Segments" by llenry Stone developed an idea for determining the optinum

spacing betrveen brealipoints, and tlre optimun value of slope for least

squared error for a specified number of breahpoints. Tliis technique lent

itself quite easily to computer optimization solution, and the autl'ror

statecl that a program liad been developed to perform this task, but it

\^/as not avai1able. lVriting sr.rch a program was considered beyond the

scope of this investigation and therefore a less rigorous mcthod of

analysis h,as settled upon. This consisted of dctcrmining visually witlr

EAI lllcctroni-c Associates' Incorporatecl
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the help of the analog computer VDFG, what tlie brcakpoint values should

be and how many of them to include. Once thcse brcal<1-roints were detcr-

mined it was tlien quite easy to perform a least squarecl error analysis

on each segment to deterniine the optimum value of the slope to use. A

program doing just that was written ancl is illustrated in Appendix B.

The circuit set-up used for visual analysis is illustrated in Fig 3-7 (a).

Using this experimental set-up, various combinations r^/ere simu-

lated on both the analog computer and the least squared error analysis

program. The configurations tried are listed in Table

set of design parameters was as stated and illustrated

3-3 Building of the Diode Function Generator

I.

in

The ideal

Figure 3-8

As was outlined previously in section 3-1, the circuit of Fig 3-6(c)

was chosen. The actual parameter values were established by trial and

error nethods.

It was decided that the values for I'l (the diode bias voltage)

would be -10 volts for the positive section of the Diode Function

Generator and +10 volts for the negative section, since power supplies

of ¡+ or -) 10 volts are readity available on the EAI TR-20 analog

computer. This fulfilled the requirement of keeping the amount of equip-

ment external to the analog computer to a mininum, a reasoning rvirich is

also applied to other parts of the circuit design.

The next step in the design involved choosing suitable diocles.

The kind of diocle desired was one rvith a fairly sharp picliup or switching

characteristic to enable the circuit to closely sinulate a straight 1ine.

A large number of silicon cliodes rvere available from Electrical Engineering
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TABLE I

CONFIGURATIONS TESTED TO DETERMINE DESIGN PARA}IETERS

TEST

CONFIGURATIONS
BREAKPOINTS

2.5,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.5

2.0,4.0,6.0,9.0

2 .0 ,4. 5,5 . 5,8 .0

2.5,4.5,5.5,7.5
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so tlìey tvere used. 1'he diocies clrosen h'ere ones rr'Jrich hacl a bias voltagc

betrvcen 0.6 to 0.7 vo1ts, sharp srvitching characteristics an<l a lincar

relationship in the concluctir-rg region.

The breakpoint resistances (R, and Rr) rvere the next component

values determinccl. Different values of R, and R, for each inclividual

segment had to be found. These values r+ere quite easy to determine

because the values of resistor used for one breakpoint were totally

independent of the values used for a second breakpoint. Once all the

appropriate resistor values had been determined by using variable

resistance boxes connected to appropriate potJer supplies, a circuit

was connected together.

The next step consisted in finding suitable values for Ru and

R, as tve1l as R3, R4, and Rr. The resistor values of R, and R, rvere

quite easy to determine, and the operational aniplifiers of the analog

computer were simply connected as adders thus provicling feedback resis-

tors Ra and R, of 100K. For R4 it rqas decicled to use either the 100K

aclder inptrt resistor or a 10K input resistor. Due to the fact that

witli the 100K input (adder x 1 mode) the amplifier saturates for an X

input of five vo1ts, 10K input (adder x 10 mode) rvas used. The dis-

advantage in using this mocle of operation was that it caused the DFG

to be rnuch more sensitive to tenperature changes in the circuit. These

resistances R' RO and R, were availablc rr'ithin the analog conputer and

external valucs dicl not have to be found. Therefore the actual configu-

ration for the DFG circuit froni terminals A-B to the output Y rr'ere as

shown in Fig 3-9.
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The final step in this builcling stage rvas finding the values

of the slope resistances RO ancl Ru. Tlre method used was identical to that

used for determining the breakpoint values cxcept tJrat the resistor

values founcl l''ere dependent on the values used for the previous segments.

This fact made it more difficult to arrive at satisfactory slope values

for each segment. The finalizecl values of Ro, RB, R, ancl R, are shown in

Figures 3-10(a) and 3-10(b).

The principle reason for using the two operational amplifiers

in their adder mode was that the feedback resistor and input resistor

used in an operational amplifier adder mode reduces the requirements for

providing resistors and at the same time keeps the number of external

connections to a minimum. This has the effect of making the external

circuit as simple as possible which satisfies one of the original design

criteria established for the circuit.

The tracings of Figures 3.11 illustrates how tlie circuit so

designed sirnulates a sine wave. As can be seen from these figures the

resultant is not a perfect representation of the sine wave but under

the circumstances quite satisfactory. The representation behaves

basically like a sine wave (i.e. it increases up to a max at s volts

horizontal representing 90" and then decreases from that point ti11 it

reaches 0" at 10 volts or IB0o) even though at any particular point the

value of the simulation might not be exactly tltat of a true sine wave.

Tlre nain thing is that al any particular voltage value the slope of the

no¡rlinearity be in the proper direction (i.e. increasing or positive

slope for 0-90" and decreasing or negative slope for 90o to 180')

which is scen to be the case.
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CtIAP'fER IV: SYSTEI\f NíODELS

4.r I''loclelli.lrg of the Funclamental Two Bus System

The sine curve nonlinearity must nor,,'be tested in an actual

system configuration simulation model, i.e. a load and frequency control

model. The nonlinearity is an essential part of the load frequency

control mode1, for transient stability studies. This is in contrast to

dynamic stability studies for rvliich a linear constant slope behavior

about an operating point is appropriate f o r cases where the system

might be operating close to the steady-state stability 1imit. Holever,

the results obtained from this linear model nay be poor.

The block diagram used as the basic representation of a funda-

mental trvo bus system is shown in Fig. 4-I. This block diagram repre-

sentation consists of three blocks representing the system equations.

These are:

1) The swing equation of the machine made up of the transfer

function relating per unit speed clranges to per unit mechanical pohrer

changes given by

(s) AP (s)

z$s*r

I
D

At-r

tr'here AP -P -P

35
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Iìurthcr simplifying this equation the following results

Ar¡ (s) 1

^P(s) 
MS+D

where I'l = 2ll = a momenturn constant

D = danping constant

H = inertia constant =

(14{) b.r"

megaj ou1 es

megawatts

?where IVR- is stored kinetic energy in the rotor

RPM is the revolution per minute of the generator

MI\l is the systern base in electrical power units.

2) A term relating the frequency or speed to tlìe angular dis-

placement This term enters into the simulation as a terl'J to determine

what the angular displacement will be for a specific frequency change.

d0
ûj=-

dt

¡t
Thereforc0 = I ,¡dt

Iu0

but we are clealing wÍth a change in frequency Ao so the equation then

becomes

231 x ItrR2 x (RPI!)2 x 10-6

/1t

^o = I (^r)ctt
Jo
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but ^a - ^

/\L
I6 - | (^r¡)clt

.Jo

In the Laplace domain this equation becomes

Aur (s)
i

S

6 (s)

thus necessitating a ! term in the block representation of this s)'stem.

3) The tllirci part of the block diagram representation consists

of the nonlinearity to deterrnine what the electrical povrer leve1 is for

any value of angular displaceneìlt

VV.AD s1n Ô

X

Its reason for being was stated and derived in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

The finalized system model is shorun in Fig. 4-1. This is the

configuration used for the analog ôomputer studies of the funclamental

tlo bus system or' a generator feeding pol,rer to an infinite bus. The

analog conputer patching program used for modelling this system is

presented in Fig . 4-2.

This analog computer progran was run for different initial

operating conditions ancl step voltagcs. Three different initial operating

points tvere considered. The mcaning of initial operating conclition is

that point on thc P" vs ô curve tirat the system is at, tvltett the step

disturbancc is cxerted on tlte s),stenì. Three operating points chosen

were 0 vo1t, 2.5 volt and 4.0 volt corresponcling to 0', 45', and 72'.
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SWING EQUATION

TIE LINE

POtvER EQUATION

Fig. 4-1: System Block lufod el
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.33
Ò 1'>

Fig. 4-2; Analog Model of a Trvo-Bus System

Fig. 4-3: CSI''IP l''todel of Trvo-lìus Syst on
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In thc nodcl, tlte valucs for thc parameter constants such as tr1,

D and the constant term in the nonlineariaX Pru* were taken to be the

follolving lul = 0.03, D = 0.01 und P^"* = 10.0. These values are

expressed in per unit based on a system base of 100 ¡.lVA and are typical

A series of test runs using a digital computer program ca11ed

Continuous-System-lvlodelling-Program (CSlt{P) lvas also used to run tests

of the model system. The tests here were conducted for the sane

parameters as the analog system except that the nonlinear function

representation was more exact than the one for the analog computer.

The block diagram is illustrated in Fíg. 4-3 witir the program listing

shown in Appendix C.

4.2 Addition of Turbine and Governor Dynamics to Fundamental Two

Bus System

In section 4.1 a system simulation of a nachine or a tightly

coupled plant (i.e. acting as a single machine) feeding power to an

infinite bus was looked at. In this section, the system is made more

realistic by adding governor and turbine dynarnics. Tiris system loop

can be called the rnegaivatt frequency or pf control channel.

The objective of this control channel is to exert control of

frequency and simultaneously of the real poler exchange via outgoing

lines. This is the problem of controlling the real power output of

electrical generators within a prescribed area in response to changes

in system frequency and tie line loading, or the relation of these to

each other so as to maintain the scircduled system frequcncy and the

establishecl interchangc tvith othcr areas withilr precletermined lintits.
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The control charrnel consi st-s of a speccl governor ancl a turbi ne

aclded to thc systeriì of part A of this thcsis. The mathcmatical models

are dcrivccl in Ref. (34) ancl their l¡lock diagram rcpresentation is

illustrated in Figure 4-4 separately and Figure 4-5 together. The

models usecl ivere those for the non reheat steam turbine. Other models

of turbines (i.e. reheat steam, hydraulic) and governors (mechanical

hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, electronic hydraulic) h,ere possible but

for the following reasons tire non reheat system was chosen.

1) The turbine and governor models chosen were the ones rvith

the simplest mathematical Tepresentation.

2) The models chosen required fewer operational amplifiers

(which were at a premium on the EAI TR-20) than the other types of

governors and turbines.

3) This configuration illustrated the effect of governor and

turbine inclusion as well as did the more mathematically complicated

kinds.

The complete block diagram is shoun in Fig . 4-6.

A group of test runs were made on this particular model using

tlre paraneter values as stated in Fig. 4-6 on both the analog computer

and the CSI\{P digital simulation. The analog cornputer diagran patching

prograrn is shoivn in Fig. 4-7 as well as the cligital simulation program

listed in Appendix D. The tests r{ele run in a systematic narìner similar

to those for section 4-1 and the results rvill be presented and analyzed

in the next chaptcr.

4.3 The Trr'o Area System

In tlie

systcms, thc

trvo prcvi ous sect

trvo llr-rs system was

ions, thc simplest of al l rnulti bus

cle¿r1t with. Thc loacl frequency clynamics
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of

of

thc n area systcm are now introclucecl by consi.dcring the clynamics

the ttr'o area systcm.

An arca is a part of a system rvhcre the machines are tightly

coupled togcther. If a system is made up of trvo banks of closely

coupled machines connected together by relatively rveakly coupled

transmission 1ines, we can then represent it as two areas tied to-

gether by a tie line as sholn in the figure belol.

Area A

I 
o'""

I

_i

For example either area of the system could

diagram like the following.

Area

have a single line

tie-line

For a porver

teri zecl by

area syste¡n

ancl frequency control loop analysis

a block diagram similar to Fig. 3-1.

the block diagrarn rn'ould be:

each area

Thus for

can be charac-

a complete th'o

Tie- Line
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M,s i. D,

MrS +D.

This diagrarn can then be simplified:

M,s +D,

Nrs+Dr.

wllich is the configuration

The analog cornputer

is as shorr'n in Fig . 4-9.

used to study the

patcliing di agram

tr,.¡o-area systen.

for this trvo area system

Tests similar

The parameter values

l'{, = 0.0075 ancl D, --

to tlìe trvo-bus system tests

in tltis case were set at lvl,

0.03. 'lests rvere again rllt't

on this system.

D, = 0.03,

three initial

Mt'e Tun

= 0. 03,

for the



Fig. 4-9: TR-20 Analog Model of Two-Area System
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the prcvious set

in thc following



CIIAPTER 5: PRESEN'IATION AND CO}"IPARISON OF RESULTS

5.1 Descrjption of Technique used in Running Tests

In the prcvious chapter, the block diagrams of the system models

to be studied rvere presented along with their equivalent analog and

digital patching diagrams. Identical sets of tests were run on each

system configuration. A test run consisted of applying a step in P,

to the system model superimposed on initial conditions corresponding to

uo = oo , 45" and 72o '

To determine tl-re degree of accuracy of the mode1, the step

voltage stability limit for each operating point was found. The conpa-

rable values of step voltage input stability limit for the analog and

digital conputer moclels were determined and discrepancies which arose

were explained.

For test series I and II, digital

determine the stability linit using the

with resistance included), to determine

to the assumption that transmission line

representation tests were not run on the

greater degree of complexity involved in

on the analog nachine.

simulations vJere also run to

lossy Dohrer angle curve (i.e.

a relative figure of error due

was 1oss1ess. Similar lossy

analog model because of the

simulating this nonlinearity

5,2 Results froln the Fundamental Trvo-Bus System

The resultant plots of P" vs time and ô vs ti¡ne arc illustrated

in Fig. 5-1 and 5-2 for thc funda:nental two bus system. The systcm

step rcsponse looks like that of a 3rcl or 4th order control systent,

5t
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STEP VOLTAGE INPUT STABILITY LIT{IT

Operating Lossy Digital Lossless Analog
Point Model Digital Model lr{odel

0.0 volts 8.2 volts

2.5 volts 3.4 volts

4.0 volts 1.0 volts

7.3 volts 7.4 volts

2.2 volts 1.7 volts

.3 volts .2 volts

TABLE II: List of Step Voltage Stability Limit for
Fundamental Tivo-Bus System.
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due to the cffcct of tlrc nonlincarity, as thc plots revcal.

'l'able II shorr's a coniparison of thc step voltagc stability linit

values betlecn the lossy (resistance incluclecl) rcprcscntation, loss-

less representation on the digital computer and the lossless representa-

tion on the analog computer. The differences in critical step voltage

value can be explainecl by tì-re fact that the sine wave nonlinearity

representation on the analog computer was not identical to the digital

one" The basis for drarving this conclusion is the equal area criterion

explained at length in reference 33. This criterion suggests that the

step input stability limit would be different for the digital and analog

cases due to the dífferences in the accuracy of the digital and analog

Tepresentations of the power-angle curve.

For lossy porr/er angle representation, since the peak is at a

larger value of ô, a higher step voltage is required to bring about

instability. This agrees with the results of Table II.

For the 0.0 volt operating point test run, a discrepancy seems

to occur. The ô term goes beyond 90o on P" vs 6 nonlinearity which

should cause the system to become immecliately unstable. For transient

operating conditions, holvever, the system can tolerate a ô term greater

than 90o. This phenomena can be explainecl by using the equal area

cri teri on .

5.3 Results for Fundamental Two Bus System rvith Governor and Turbine

I nc I ucled

Tire resul tant plots of P" vs tinie ancl 6 vs tine for this second

moclel are prescntcd in Figr-rres 5-3 ancl 5-4. An exanrination of thcse

plots reveals th¿rt tlre system is still oscillatory in nature jlrst as

in model A. Also, in thi s nrodcl, thc clanrping constant (D) of the system
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was increased from 0.01 to 0.03, resulting in a system rvhich damps

out to its steady state value faster than does model A.

The a:nplitude of the oscillations is nuch smaller than those

in the tests of section 5-2 due to the regulating and stabilizing action

of the turbine and governor. Due to these two added control elements

and the onega feedback loop in the system, the resultant output tends

to rise to its new steady state value, overshoot it a bit, oscillate

about that point a short while and then settle down. Due to these

oscillations being quite sma11, the step voltage input that the systen

can tolerate under any initial operating point without going unstable

has increased somewhat over the model without turbine and governor.

Upon conparing the digital and analog plots for various operating

points it was found that the amplitude of oscillation and the frequency

of those oscillations are approximately equa1. For example, looking at

the ô vs time graph for 0.0 volts operating point, the maximum ampli-

tude for ô is 121.5 degrees in the analog case and 119 degrees in the

digital case.

Fig. 5-5 illustrates the system behavior when the step input is

so large as to cause instability. An analog trace of P" vs time and

ô vs tine is presented in this figure. It is evident that as the step

voltage is applied the power increases to the maximum value and then

starts decreasing as ô goes beyond 90o or 5 vo1ts. Once beyond that

point, the slope term of the nonlinearity is no longer positive, thus

causing the system to possess positive feedback rvhich in turn causes

the ô term to start increasing exponcntially causing the poler term P"

to go to zero. The relatively flat area is due to the slope being so
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STEP VOLTAGE INPUT STABILITY LII{IT

Operating Lossy Digital Lossless Analog lvlodel
Point Model Digital lilodel

0.0 volts 11 volts

2.5 volts P -
4.3 volts

8 .6 volts

2.7 volts

8.6 volts

2.1 volts

0.3 volts4.0 volts 4.3 volts 0.5 volts

TABLE III: List of Step Voltage Stability Limit for
Turbine and Governor l'{odel
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small eithcr positive or negative that thc system seems to just settle

there. As this slope becomes slightly negative it causes positive

feedback effect which at first increases graclually, but as the slope

then gets more negative farther to the right of ô = 90o, get the large

exponential increase as evidenced on this graph. The same effect can

be seen in a digítal plot of a systen going unstable.

5.4 Results of a Two-Area Simulation

Output results consisting of P" vs time and ô vs time plots

are presented in Figures 5-(i, 5-7 , 5-8 and 5-9. Results are shown both

for inputs at Ptlnl and P*r. The step voltage input stability limits

for Pr, and P,n, inputs are given in Table IV.

upon examining these plots it was found that the oscillatory

response as a function of tine is different depending on whether you

apply it to P*l of area A ot Pr2 of area B. This is due to the different

values of M, andM, for A and B. If the input step is "t 
p*1, since

area B has a smaller M it can react faster to any disturbance, so that

a disturbance on area A will effect area B as we11.

For disturbances ^t P*2 on area B, since area A is much more

sluggish than area B, the response will behave just as if area B was

tied to an infinite bus as in model A since area A seens to be inflex-

ible compared to area B. This is illustrated in Figures 5-B and 5-9.

A close exanination of these graphs shows that this is exactly rvhat

happens in this case.

From Table IV, see the relative conparison of the step

voltage stability limit values for the analog and digital cases No
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0perating
Point

0.0 volts

2.5 volts

4.0 volts

INPUT TO

Digital
Model

20.0 volts

5.8 volts

+0. B volts

AREA A

Ana I og
lufode 1

20.0 volts

5.5 volts

0.8 volts

INPUT TO AREA B

Digital Analog
Mode I l{ode 1

-I2.0 volts

-3.0 volt-s

0.5 volts

TABLE IV: List of Step Voltage

Two-Area Model

-I2.0 volts

-3.1 volts

-0.5 volts

Stability Linits for a
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conìparisoll lvas macl c with thc lossy, sjne rvave in this sct ol' tests. In

thc casc lvhcre step voltagc is a¡rplicxl to arca A, the values of stability

limit are id cnti.c¿r1 f or both anaìog ancl digital sintulatiort. This is

due to the fact that the oscillations were quite small, therefore the

por{er valucs of one model did not deviatc clrastically fron that of the

other, resultíng in critical step voltages which are very nea'rIy iden-

tical to one another.

A comparison of the step voltage stability limits between dis-

turbances applied to area A and disturbances applied to area B indicate

that the stability limits of a disturbance on area A were quite a bit

higher than off those on area B. This can be explained by looking at

the comparable oscillatory behavior of the two. For disturbances on

area A, an e<ponentially increasing value with a damped sinusoid super-

imposed on it occurs.

For disturbances on area B on the other hand, the response has

a high initial oveshoot rvhich causes the system to go unstable at much

lols voltage values than in the other instances.

If it seenìs the analog oscillographs have faster settling

tines, it was only because the X-Y recorder vertical scale required

for satisfactory operation did not sholv the small oscillations after

the first few since they rvere too small to register well on the record-

ings.

It is interestìng to note as a conclusion to this chapter that the

analog systeÌn r eprcscntation using the approxinate sine tvave noclel br¡i1t

yi elcls qui te good results rvheìl conìparecl to those of the digital silnul¿rtion.
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This str cltgt.hcns a pcrson 's conf j cl cncc in th i.s lnocl c1 thus ¿rl lolving hinr to

us c it in nror e compl cx and cl ctai l ccl syst enr sttrcli cs.



CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIOÌ'l

From the results of the system simulation, it can be concluded that

this load-frequency nodel representation for the analog computer is

quite accuïate, if the digital simulation can be used as a valid

cornparison. Looking at percent error, in first-swing-peak, for dif-

ferent cases: Ttn'o-Bus Systern, Tt+o-Bus with Governor System, and Two-

Area Systern, the percent errors are as listed below

CASE CURVE ERROR

Trvo-Bus System

Tr+o-Bus with Go'¡ernor

Two-Arda System

There rvere differences in

but these were due to the errors

tion. The errors were no larger

Pvst

ôvst

Systern P vs t

ôvst

Pvst

6vst

Pvst

ôvst

s.3%

rc.0%

8.7%

14.0%

25.jeo

30. 0%

5.0ro

20.0r"

These errors, although they seem quite large, were for peak

magnitude only and rvhat this thesis rvas mostly concerned with was a

Power Stability limit comparison rvhich proved to be quite a bit more

accurate.

transient stability potver limit

in the nonlinear function representa-

than 5% for all cases except for the

69
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45o operating point in the Tv,'o-Bus Cases where they went as high as

209o. The reason for this discrepancy occurring rvas explained in

Chapter V. If a more accurate nodel is desired it could be built

using more line segnents and hardlare components of much higher tole-

rances. These refinements would cost additional noney and it is

debatabl.e whether this increase in accuracy could reasonably be justified.

It is also quite possible that other techniques could be used to

sirnulate this nonlinearity, but a search of pertinent analog computer

books such as err*CÀ, Rekoff (à 
"ro stephenso" @ do not indicate

any other technique rvhich would be conducive to modeling functions of

this nature. It seerns that in pretty rr'el1 all applications of this

kind where nonlinearities are involved, the diode function generator

is the element used to generate the nonlinearity. Also since a tech-

nique alrnost identical to this ore l{as suggested in a Russian publication

by Sokolov, Gurevich and Khvoshchenskayr aò it is a further indication' \_/
that the nethod used is reasonable.

Once a nodel of the system has been developed the next course of

action might be the testing of this model in a hybrid systen. A nore

complex model incorporating many buses of a system (using a nonlinear

rnodel for each bus) could be developed on a large analog computer and

this nodel could be intertied through A/D and D/A interfacing equipnent

with a ninicomputer. This type of computer system could be used to

study different problems such as the following; the effect of inter-

connection on the control system, the effect of power system rtloops"

on the load frequency control (the control of phase shifting trans-

former), the effect of system dynamics on the load frequency control

(excitation-stabilization-system loops) and the effect of interaction

with the HVDC control scheme.
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Consider

resistance and

APPENDIX A

Dcrivation of Porvcr Loss Tcrm

trr'o voltage sour:ccs as bcjn{¿ tiecl togcthcr througli

r eâctance as shorvn in Fig.

'l'he current IOO f.Lorving in this circuit can then be

by the expression

I
dU

The equation for power

\/ -\i'à 'b

R + jX

loss can then be expressed as

repres ented

sinô, - lv,lAD 'D'

(1)

PL = lr"ol2 n

lu' 
- uo

= l-
ln * ¡x

lv I cos6 + ilv I, a' ab r I

+X-

srn0J( lv"l cosôuo lvol)2 * (lv"l

R2 *xZ

a.)
lv l'cos'6. - 2lv llv. I cosô, +
' a' aD ' a" D' aD

lriol2 *
I

lv l2 ,in2el'a' 
I
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R2 *x2

(3)
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(4)

n2*x2

This expression for P, is also equivalent to (Pub * Pbu)

Also P" (transrnitted power)

luul'* lvbl2 - 2 lvul lvol cos 6

P. -Pab 9.

R2*x2
I-R lvol2 * n lvrl lvol ô+

AD

(s)

This expression is equivalent to the equation for potver florving into

bus B referenced fron bus A (i. e. -P.U) .

This substantiates the clairn that the expression for PuO is

an expression for the poler transfer capability fron buses A to B

including line losses. If the losses are removed fron the expression

to deterrnine the actual por{er received at bus B equation 5 results.

Assurning R to be zero (no losses) then the expression for P^ becomes

the original lossless forrnula

v \¡-ab (6)

x lv"l lvol sin 6r6J

P
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